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Objective

To work on products and ideas that enhance people’s lives.

Experience

Software Engineer
Autoninja, Bengaluru
2016 – present
Working with a team on building a user-friendly admin console to
manage a SaaS application. Involved in front-end and back-end
development. Other responsibilities include training, improving
development workflow and coding practices etc.

Full-Stack Web Developer & Founder
ClusterDev
2015 – 2016
Build and maintain web applications and APIs. Involves back-end,
front-end and DevOps work. Other responsibilities include developing
technical specifications, discussions with clients etc. This was my own
development agency and employed other freelancers occasionally.

Developer & Co-founder
Elegant Surveys
2014 – 2015
Worked with a team of four on development of a mobile application,
API and accompanying admin panel. My contribution included
planning and prioritizing features of the product and developing the
API and the admin panel.

Web Developer & Consultant
Freelance
2011 – 2014
Worked with several clients around the globe with custom solutions to
business problems. Included small projects like API integration, code
refactoring and bug fixes to large ones like building complex web
applications from scratch involving front-end, back-end, third-party
integration and deployment.

Education

B-Tech Mechanical Engineering
National Institute of Technology, Calicut, Kerala
Graduated in 2015, CGPA 7.38
Apart from core mechanical engineering subjects and computer
programming, studied Artificial Neural Networks and Graph Theory as
electives.

AISSCE (XII Standard)
Al-Farook Residential School (CBSE), Calicut, Kerala
Completed in 2010, Aggregate 95.2%
Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Computer Science.

About me

I’ve always been in love with technology ever since I got a computer
as a kid. My first encounter with programming was when I created a
browser based application to keep track of my CD collection – I was
14 and the only reference available were the documentation that
came with IIS on Windows XP.
I’ve done lots of random stuff on the internet, from writing a
technology blog, building an ad-supported image sharing website
and several freelance projects.
My other interests include reading, hobby electronics and traveling. I
chose to learn mechanical engineering because I was intrigued by
machines, robots and automobiles; learning it has helped me gain a
wider perspective.

Technical
Skills

I’ve worked with a variety of languages, technologies and tools.
Back-end: PHP – Laravel, CodeIgniter, Slim Framework, JavaScript –
node.js, Express, PhantomJS, Ruby – Ruby on Rails
Front-end: HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, D3.js, JavaScript, jQuery, AngularJS,
Browser Extensions
Other: Git, Grunt, Gulp, Yeoman, Swagger, Heroku, Digital Ocean, AWS
I’m a quick learner and can understand new concepts, codebases
and programming languages very fast. Although not formally
educated in it, I have a good grasp of algorithms and data structures.
I’ve also worked with lots of third-party API like MailChimp, SendGrid,
Facebook, Vimeo etc.
I love contributing to open-source. Some of my code are widely used the most popular ones would be a PHP wrapper for the Flipkart API,
and a web app for “Online Treasure Hunts”. More details are available
on my profile @xaneem on GitHub.

Personal Info
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I’m a 23 year old guy currently living in Bangalore, India. I speak English
and Malayalam very well, and average Hindi.

